
Technology-Business Strategy and the CIO 

One thing that is challenging in bringing a strategic technology (IT) perspective to businesses is getting buy in from 

the top. Strategy is not necessarily as tangible as tactics in terms of being able to show ROI, etc. and just opening up 

to incorporating technology into business growth is strategic in itself. 

Many CIOs know the value of a strategic vision of technology to a company because of their experience but with 

CEOs who have a bad experience of IT tactics or simply don't have much experience with technology it can be very 

difficult to convince them to invest in a strategic view of technology. This generally translates to investing in a person 

who is able to think strategically. For example, a CIO needs to have enough respect and standing in a company to be 

allowed to develop relationships with CEOs and CIOs of customers and suppliers so that they can better understand 

how their company can work with these other companies with the aim of achieving mutually beneficial outcomes. 

Most often in today’s world these better ways of working are through technology solutions - hence the importance 

of the CIO role. Sometimes they're not technology based but the CIO, being a business leader, should be able to 

address these things too, working with his or her executive peers. 

Considering the predominant role that technology can, and in many places does, play in a company’s growth and 

operations in this digital era a company needs to take a strategic approach to technology where a CIO is involved in 

the overall business strategy and can, as a result, devise tactics that support the business strategy i.e. help their 

company define a technology enabled business strategy. Otherwise, the CIO is really an IT Manager and just ‘keeping 

the lights on’ while the other execs live in the past in terms of their approach to business growth, customer 

retention, etc. and ultimately risk their competition adopting a strategic approach to technology and passing them. 

Interestingly, many companies set aside a marketing budget and employ a CMO or equivalent to devise marketing 

tactics (or a marketing plan), which often has no clearly defined ROI but is, nonetheless, accepted as a requirement 

of doing business. So, the decision to invest in marketing is strategic and this has been a de facto standard since 

before the rise of the computer. Why, then, does it appear to be such a struggle for so many companies today to do 

exactly the same with respect to technology when there is general consensus that we are in the digital/technology 

age? 

The adoption of technology is really irrelevant to company size and companies can invest a little at first and then 

more and more as they grow in order to maintain their competitiveness and place in their respective markets - or 

even gain further strides over their competitors. For example, the use of a computer and software to manage 

company finances rather than using a paper based solution is a tactic that is actually a result of a strategic decision to 

adopt technology, though it is such a no brainer these days that this may not be realised. As the company grows they 

may look at investing in an ERP to further automate processes and procedures. 

Again, this is the approach taken by companies with respect to marketing – increasing investments in more 

prominent and higher amounts of advertising as the company grows and wants to increase market share, customers 

and, of course, profits and returns to shareholders and/or owners. 

What is your company’s view on the strategic approach to and investment in technology? Is technology adoption 

reactive to keep up with what the competition is doing or proactive to jump in front of the competition? Does it align 

with the marketing strategy? Do you, as a CIO, work closely with a CMO and/or play a role in the development and 

implementation of overall company strategy? 


